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AN EXTREME MINIATURE

The Minox camera is probably the most originai and unusual

camera ever designed. At first sight it seems so small and in ap'

pearance so unlike a camera that one is hardly inclined to take it

seriously. One has to examine the results to be convinced that it is

not a good looking toy, but an efficient precision camera in its own

right.

As long ago as 1934 its designer, 
'Walter 

Zupp, set himself the

task of producing an instrument so small and light that it could be

a constant companion like a pocket lighter or fountain pen. IIe

envisaged a camera that would be easy to handle and could produce

results equal to its bigger conventional counterparts.

In 1936 the result of his work, the Minox, was produced by a

large electro-technical manufacturer in Riga, Latvia, and up to
1939 over 17,000 were sold.

Since 1945 the Minox has been produced in Wetzlar in West'

ern Germany.

The Cqmerq

The Minox is a sub-miniature camera meas uring 37/s X I%

X % inches (9.8 X 2.8 x 1.6 cm.) and weighs 3la ounces (92

grams) .

The lens is a 4-component 5/B inch (15 rnm.) Complan anas'
tigmat I 3.5 with a focusing range from B inches (20 cm.) to
infinity.

The built-in shutter has speeds of. L/2, L/5, I/rc, If 20, I/50,

L/I00,I/200,I/500 and 1/1000 second, as well as B and T settings

and has a built-in flash contact.

5
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The negative size is B X 11 mm. (5/16X7/16 in.). The carnera
takes daylight loading cassettes holding 50 exposures (36 expo.
sures in the case of certain films including color). The film trans.
port is coupled with the shutter tensioning mechanism.

The optical direct vision finder features a suspended frame
system, and incorporates automatic parallax compensation.

Two filters, a green and grey (fOX neutral density) are built
into the Minox B; the III S has green and orange filters built in.
A depth of field indicator is engraved on the camera body next to
the distance scale on the focusing knob.

The Minox B has a built-in exposure meter coupled to the
shutter speed setting controll the III S does not have this feature.

The lens Feqtures

The aperture of I 3.5 was chosen because at tbis opening
the maximum image quality is obtained and an adjustable aperture
could be dispensed with. The adjustable aperture normally has
the functions of increasing the depth of field and removing residual
faults in the lens. In the Minox depth of field extends already i
from 6 feet ro infinity.

The curvature of field has been turned to advantage in the
mechanical construction of the camera. The film does not lie flat
but in a slight bowl shape where it is held by a slightly bowl
shaped pressure plate. This is machined to the same high degree
of accuracy as the lens. While the film is being advanced, the film
transport system lifts the pressure plate clear of the film, so that
the film does not touch anything during transport. When the cam-
era is ready for the next exposure, the pressure plate again holds
the film firmly against the curved film track.

This measure permits big enlargements of Minox negatives
without stopping down, particularly as the Minox enlarger (page
78) also has a curved film track in the negative carrier. With an
ordinary enlarger which holds the Minox negative flat enlargements
of more than 12 diameters should not, however, be attempted.
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The Minox lens is recessed into the camera body so that the
part of thg body shell in front of it acts as an efficibnt lens hood.
Two filters are fitted to a sliding rod and built in front of the lens
and can be brought into action at will. An ultra-violet filter in the
front protects the camera lens and filters from dust and atmos-
pheric influences. Both the lens and this protective glass are coated.

The viewfinder shows the subject within a clearly defined
white frame which appears projected into the view. The frame
permits observation of the surroundings at the same time, thus 

-'--=

enabling the photographer to watch the view immediately outside
the actual picture area. The finder is coupled with the distance
setting, thus yielding a parallax-free image; the field shown is
correct at all exc€pt the closest settings. Spectacle wearers will,
find that they can see the bright image easily and clearly. The illus-
trations on p. 7 show framing for all distances from Inf. to B in,

the Mechqnicql Feqtures

All scales of the Minox are grouped side by side on the top
of the camera and are easily operated with the tip of a finger, even
with cold fingers or when wearing gloves.

The shutter of the Minox operates in front of the lens and
opens fully at every speed. The shutter blades are only about L/750
inch thick. All speeds from L/2 to 1/1000 second as well as B and T
are set by a single knob.

Closing and opening the camera automatically winds the film,
tensions the shutter and advances the film counter. This prevents
double exposures.

The carrying chain supplied with the camera is provided with
suitably spaced beads for the accurate measurement of the more
critical close distances (8 inches to 2 feet)

The Minox Modeb

The original Minox was introduced in 1936. Basically, it was
of the same design as the present model, but it had a steel body,

I
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direct vision finder, and only one built-in filter. The multi-sprocket
film transport was replaced by a three-sprocket wheel in 1938.

The completely redesigned post-war Minox, made of special
light-weight alloys,"was put on the market in 1949. It had an im.
proved lens and shutter mechanism, better viewfinder, two built-in
filters, and a measuring chain.

In 1951, the optical system of the Minox was brought to its
present perfection in a new model which also has further refine-
ments of the shutter, the extremely brilliant new viewfinder with
parallax correction, and automatic filter return.

The Minox III S, with internal flash-synchronization, was
introduced in 1954.

In 1957 a "Private Eye" model of the standard Minox with
body finished in black was announced.

Many Minox users prefer this unobtrusive finish for candid
work.

In l95B the current standard model, the Minox B, appeared
with a photo-electric exposure meter built into the camera body,
and 

'coupled 
to the shutter speed setting. The orange filter of the

III S was replaced by a IOX neutral density filter. The exposure
meter of the Minox B automatically compensates for this filter
when it is put into place. It is available in both chrome and black
models.

www.orphancameras.com



HANDTING THE MINOX

Let us take it for granted that we have a Minox camera and a
Minox film in front of us. Our first task is to load the camera. This
should be done in subdued light; even the shadow of one's own
body will do.

Loading the Stqndqrd Model

1. Set film counter to red dot.

2. Pull out camera.

3. Slide open back cover.

4. Push back camera 1/B inch.

5. Drop cassette into film chambers.

6. Close back cover.

7. Push in and pull out camera twice.

1. Before inserting the film, the film counter has to be set to the
red dot, which is situated between 50 and 0. To do thiso repeat-
edly open and close the camera with a pull-push movement (a

"pumping" action), until the red dot comes to lie opposite the
black indicator mark in the film counter window.

2 and 3. Pull out the camera shell and turn it upside down. Depress
the crescent shaped lock with the finger-nail of your left thumb,
while pulling open the back cover slide with the right hand,
until both film chambers are uncovered.

4. Now push back the camera body by about l/B inch. The lock will
just start to disappear but the film chambers must be still fully
uncovered. This action will open the film gate.

5. Place the Minox film in its cassette over the film chambers
with the film towards the back <if the. camera and the hollow
part over the transport spindle. It will then drop into the cam-

era easily.

I
t

to
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6. Fully push back the back cover.

7. Open and close the camera (pull out the body and push it back

again into its shell twice). This will wind ofi the first fogged

and trimmed piece of film and advance the film counter to 0.

In the rare event of the film take-up core resting on the teeth

of the transport spindleo the back of the camera will not close. In

this case open the camera again fully, and push back until the film

gate opens. The cassette is now re-inserted; then proceed as under

6 and 7 above.

When unwrapping the film cassette from its packing, care

should be taken not to bend the bridge connecting the two parts of

the cassette, otherwise it might cause loading or transport difficulties,

For 36 exposure rolls loading is the same as for steps I through

7 described above.

looding the Minox B

l. With camera closed set the A.S.A. index by turning the
shutter speed dial until the A,S.A. index for the film in use
is opposite the film speed pointer (solid triangle A ).

2. Open the camera back.

3. Turn the shutter speed dial to 100 (red dot).

Now proceed with loading in the same manner as for the stand
and Minox (see p. 10).

Holding the Minox

The beginner with the Minox is likely to lose more pictures
because of incorrect holding of the ca.mera than through any other
single cause! Time and again, when examining Minox negativer
one can observe that part or even the whole image has been ob
scured by a finger placed in front of the lens, or the brim of a hal
covering part of the camera front.

The first and foremost rulq in holding the Minox is therefore'
keep the front of the camera clear.

.f
I
I
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For horizontal photographs hold the camera with both hands.
The thumbs of both the right and the left hand support the camera'rom 

underneath, the index finger of the right hand is placed over
the release button, while the remaining fingers of the right hand
and the left index finger hold the top of the camera. If they are al.
lowed to wander away frorn the top there is a very good chance.thar
orrc of thein may obstruct the lens. The other fingers of the left
hand are folded,in towards the palm of the hand.

For vertical photographs use the same hand positiono only
with the camera turned upright.

Practice hplding the camera in front of a mirror, which will
soon reveal if and when the lens is obstructed.

tt is obvious that the camera should be held as steady as pos.
sible, as the slightest shake, even if not seen in the original negative,
will become visible on enlarging.

A particularly steady hold of the camera is necessary when
working with speeds of I/20 second and longer.

To reduc"lth" risk of shake it is advisable to steady the Minox
against your face and to stand with your legs apart. The shutter re.
lease of the camera is exceptionally smooth, so that only a gentle
squeeze of the ielease button is required. The grip on t-he camera
should remain steady; but not cramped.

For slow exposures with the cameia held in the hand rest the
elbows, or at least lean the body, against some support in order to
avoid shake. Ir,i this way I/LO second and, with a very steady hand,
even L/5 second can be exposed without noticeable camera shakp.

Use of a tripod is necessary when taking time exposures, and
is also recommended for speeds from L/L0 to I/2 second.

A special tripod adapter and pocket tripod have been designed
for the Minox (pages 65 and 66).

'When 
making time exposures and also when working with slow

speeds oI L/fi second and slower, a tripod, and cable release should
he used. This is part of the Minox table tripod and screws into the
cable release holding arm of the Minox tripod adaptor (page 65):

t 3
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Shooting with the Minox

Practice the steps described here, first without film in the cam'

era, so that in time they will become practically automatic.

Load camera with film.

1. 'Pull camera open.
2. Set distance.

. 3. Set exposure time.
4. Determine picture in viewfinder.

. 5. Release.
6. Close camera.

The loading of the camera is described on page 10.

- 1. To pull the camera open, hold it with the thumb of your left

hand on the speed setting knob and the middle finger under.

neath. The thumb and index finger of the right hand holds the

movable outer shell similarly. Pull the shell away from the

main body as far as it will go.

2. The distance is set on the knob in the center of the camera top.

Place one finger on the milled center of the knob and turn it,

to set the distance required opposite the index mark. This is a

black spot in the center of a short line (on the opposide side to

the film counter). The distance scale carries the fol.Iowing set'

tings: € (infinity\, 6,3, 2 and LL/2 Ieet, 1 foot, 10 and 8

inches. Minox cameras calibrated in meters carry settings of

e , 2,1, 0.6, 0.4, 0.3, 0.24, and 0.2 meters.

. Between the settings for infinity and for 6 feet (2 meteis on

metric cameras) is a red dot which represents a distance set'

ting of. L2 feet (4 meters) intended for zone focusing or snap'

shot setting (see page 28).

While the distance is normally estimated, for short distances

between B inches and 2 feet the Minox measuring chain can be

used. This carries beads at distances which corresPond exactly

to those engraved on the distance scale of the camera. With the

chain locked in the camera and stretched tight' accurate meas'

I t
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urements at B and 10 inches, and LL/2 and 2 feet can be made.
This last distance is represented by the full Iength of the chain.
on cameras with a metric scale the correrporrdirrg figures are
0.2,0.24,0.3, 0.4, and 0.6 meters.

3. The shutter controls the length of time during which the light
ispermitted to act on the film (see page 33). The shutter sp""d
dial is situated on top of the camera above the viewfirrd"r. It
is most conveniently set by placing the thumb on the knurled
surface of the knob and turning the camera until the required
exposure time is opposite the black dot on the rim of the knob.

The engraved figures 2, S, I0, 20, 50, 100, 2A0,, 500, 1000
stand for fractions of a second, and therefore mean L/2, r/s, L/r},
L/20, L/50, r/r00, r/200, L/500 and l/1000 second respectively. In-
termediate speeds may be set, for instance: L/7s second is obtained
by setting the shutter speed knob so that the black index mark is half.
way between 50 and I00.
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For longer exposure times than l/2 second, the B setting on the
knob is used. In this position the shutter remains open as long as
the release button is depressed and closeb L/2 second after you let
it go. For long time exposures of several seconds, the T setting is
employed. Hereo pressing the release button and letting ,it go opens
the shutter; to close the shutter again the reldase has to be pressed
a second time. These long exposure times are best made with the
camera on a tripod and with the aid of a cable release (see page l3).

4. The viewfinder is a direct vision optical suspended frame finder.
It shows a white outline framing of the subject area covered.
This white frame is fully visible even if you wear glasses. The
finder is automatically corrected for parallax by means of a
coupling to the distance setting knob, and pivois laterally'"in
the direction of the lens when adjusting the distance from il
finity towards B inches.

The picture area remains eorrect for distanees from oo down
to I foot. For extreme close-ups at r0 to B inches, the subject
field covered on the film lies a frame-width within the white
frame.

The release is efiected by gently pressing the release button on
top of the camera. speeds from T/20 to r/1000 second are in.
stantaneous and can be taken hand held. However it is advis-
able to take great care to release particularly gently and hold
the camera really steady when using speeds slower than r/100
second.

To close the camera, push the shell fully back into the camera
body. If the camera is in the pulled-out position and you are
not certain whether the frame behind the lens has been ex-
posed, look into the lens window. If a small white circle is
visible there, this indicates that the shutter is set and the cam.
era ready for exposure. If no circle is visible, close and open
the camera to advance the film for the next picture. (Earlier
cameras have a black circle.)

D.

6.

t 7
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Shooring Action

Fast action aubjects such as sports call for high shutter speeds,

otherwise the picture may be blurred. Under unfavorable light

conditions-when slower speeds are called for-fast motion can be

arrested by applying some professional tricks.

It is easier to stop motion of a subject moving straight towards

the camera or at an acute angle than it is to stop a moving subject

taken at right angles to the camera.

In many sports and other activities the movements include a

"dead point" with the subject stationary for an instant just before
reversing its direction of motion. Watch out for this: for example,
a swing at its highest point before it swings back, or a tennis player
during serving when the ball is at the peak of the toss. Even I/20

second will stop such a movement, if the shutter is released at the

right moment!

For sharp pictures of fast movement of races-car' speed'

boat, skiing-use this trick: keep the car, boat, etc., in the view'

finder, follow its movement, releasing the shutter while moving the

camera when the subject is nicely in the center of the finder. The

background will be blurred--enhancing the impression of fast
m.ovement-but the subject will stay sharp even with exposures of

L/50 second. Needless to sayo some practice is required to get good

results every time.

Sequence Shors

Action sequences of shots in rapid guccession are quite easy to

take while holding the camera at eye-level. After each shot close

and open the camera with the right hand and then release with the

left index finger. In this way up to 2 exposures a second can be

made to show changing expressions on a child's face, arrest the

various stages of objects in motion, etc.

Unloqding the Minox

As already mentioned, the Minox takes 50 exposures on a film,

or 36 exposures per cassette depending on film type. The film counter



automatically indicates the number of exposures. After having taken

all exposures, the Minox cassette is removed from the camera and

replaced by a new film. Both these operations should be carried out

in subdued light.

I. Watch the film counterl No. 50 or No. 36 in some cases is

the last exposure.
2. Close and open camera twice.
3. Pull out camera again.
4. Slide open back cover.
5. Push back camera 1/B inch.
6. Remove cassette.
7. Reload or close camera.

I. Do not advance the film beyond the red dot (or No. 38 for 36

exposure film), as the film might be pulled entirely into the

take-up chamber of the cassette. This could result in fogging

the film end by light entering through the light trap of'the

cassette.
See under loading, No. 7, page L2.
See under loading, No. 2, page 10.
See under loading, No. 3, page 10.
See under loading, No. 4, page I0.
Turn over the opened camera. The cassette will drop out on
slight tapping. Alternatively the cassette may be lifted out of

the camera by its bridge.
Reload the camera as instructed under loading, page 10. After

a S0-exposure film the film counter should at this stage of the
proceedings point automatically at the red dot.

Chonging Pcilly Exposed Films

Occasionally you may want to change a partly exposed film,
for example when you would like to take some color shots while
you have a black-and-white film in the camera. Or in poor light a
fast film may be required, while a slow one is in use.

To change partly exposed films proceed as follows.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

t 9
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lottcm: 7. Cloro clm.lc ot t lood.
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1. Close and open camera once after the last exposure taken
on the film to be removed.

2. Remove the cassette as when unloading.
3. Note number now shown on film counter.
4. Insert a fresh film into camera.

2. See unloading, Nos. 3, 4,5, and,6, on page 18.

3. Make a note of the number on the cassette for future reference.

4. See loading, Nos. I to 7 on page 10 (including resetting the
film counter to the red dot).
The camera is now ready to be used with the new film in it.
To reload the partly exposed film:
1. Set film counter.
2. Load cassette and advance film.

l. Set the film counter three numbers below tlre number noted
on the cassette as exposed. If, for example, the cassette had
been removed at No. 30, set the counter to 27.

2. Insert the cassette as instructed under loading Nos. 2 to 6,
Then close and open the camera three times to take up the
film slack
The camera is now ready for the next exposure.
Occasionally the question arises of cutting off exposed poxtions

of the film. In our considered opinion this is, for all practical pur.
poses, not adaisable.

The reason for this is the appreciable risk of finger-marking
and otherwise damaging the exposed part of the film, even when
handling it with the greatest care. l,eaving an end sufficiently long
to handle the film in processing, in addition to the leader required
for the remaining film, accounts for the loss of about 6 picture
frames. On top of all that, the very intricate work required in open.
ing the take-up chamber of the cassette in complete darkness, dis.
engaging the film from the center spool, reattaching the remain.
ing film correctly to the center spool, closing the cassette chamber
and re-sealing it, should provide a sufficient deterrent to the most
economically minded-even against attempting it just once.

2l
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. MINOX FIIMS

The Minox takes a 9.5 mm. wide unperforated film up to

75 cm. (29Y2 inches) long, in a special double cassette. One com'

partment acts as the feed cassette, the other as a take-up cassette.

The two sections are joined by a bridge.

This Minox cassette can be loaded into and unloaded from

the camera in subdued daylight. The cassette is not designed for

reloading. The film is supplied in light-metal, tape-sealed boxes

about half the size of a match box, containing two cassettes of

negative film (ot one of color film), individually packed and

labelled.

A range of black-and-white and color films are available in

Minox cassettes.

The normal black-and-white films are panchromatic emulsions

which are sensitire to practically all the colors of the spectrum

from violet to red. They produce a fairly true rendering in black'

and-white of the tone values of the subject. Some particularly fast

panchromatic films are oversensitive to red and will render this

color too light.

The orthochromatic document film is a slow'speed emulsion,

not sensitive to red, of high brilliance and contrast, and of par'

ticularly fine grain. This is intended for copying black-and'white

line subjects, books, drawings, ledgers, etc., but is unsuitable for

anything containing half-tones.

Film Speed

The overall sensitivity of films to light is expressed in various

scales, such as Exposure Index numbers (also referred to as ASA

or BS Index), Weston, Scheiner, DIN degrees, etc. Scientists and
manufacturers all agree that none of the methods employed to de-
termine the speed of films is entirely satisfactory, and continue to
give preference to one or the other of them.
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The films supplied in Minox cassettes are labelled with their
speed expressed in A.S.A. Exposure Indexes.

It has to be borne in mind that, although speed is a very ob.
vious asset, it is also a quality which has to be paid for by possible
disadvantages of the material in other respects. To call the fastest
film the best would be just as foolish as to select a racing car for
daily driving.

Grqin

Silver grains themselves form the picture in the emulsion. To
the naked eye they form a compact, dark mass, but under the mag.
nifying glass or microscope the separate clumps of grains are vis.
ible. obviouslyo if the grain of our film is coarse, it will soon be.
come visible on moderate enlarging. The finer the structure of
grain, the more enlarging it will allow without showing any un.
pleasant granular effect in the print. In view of the high degrees
of enlargement required of Minox negatives to yield reasonably
large prints, fine grain is therefore important. As a rule, the grain
size is more or less in direct relation to the speed of the film. The
faster the film, the coarser the grain and vice versa.

It may be pointed out at the same time that the grain can, to a
certain extent, be influenced by development (hence fine grain
development), correct exposure (overexposure increases grain),
choice of paper, when making enlargements, and processing and
enlarging technique in general.

Grqdqtion

Each film has its characteristic way of reproducing various
degrees of brightness of the subject. If a film yields an image con-
sisting of only a few sharp steps of gray between black-and-white.
we speak of a high contrast or hard negative material. If it is able
to reproduce many delicate shades of gray between black-and-whitc,
it is known as a low contrast, or soft film. Generally speaking, ,ow
speed films of fine grain possess a higher contrast than fast films,
which are softer.

n
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Lqtitudc

Latitude is the ability of the film to yield usable negatives,

even with a certain amount of under- or (more often) over'expo'

sure. Films praised for particularly wide latitude may facilitate ex-

posure, but are likely to have less revolving porver, causing loss of

definition which in big enlargements is just as unpleasant as grain'

iness.

Negative materials have a number of additional properties

which help towards good results. There is a special protective

coating-a hardened gelatin layer on top of the actual sensitive

layer which protects against scratches. The base is colored, as a

rule gray, in order to avoid reflection of the light coming through

the emulsion and thus causing halation.

The Minox Film to Cho6se

As the Minox negative' is extremely small it is best to use

slow speed films of fine grain and high resolution. Remember

also that the Minox camera always works at the fixed aperture

of I 3.5, so that with a fast film in brilliant light you might need

to use the 10X neutral density filter to cut the light entering the

camera sufficiently to use the shutter.

Finally a slower speed film has a greater acutance as com'

pared with a faster one, which wilt almost regularly result in a

sharper appearance of the picture.

Slow speed film,2s A.S.A., is to be recommended as a general
purpose film in the Minox under good light conditions. It com'

bines fine grain and good gradation with a speed which even on a

cloudy day permits instantaneous shots.

Medium speed film,s0 A.S.A., is a material for any type of
photograph and most light conditions. It is the fastest material
advised for obtaining really sharp enlargements to postcard size

without too disturbing grain.

Fast films, Plus-X (ASA 200) and Tri-X (ASA 400), are

:
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i*
fl,NOX F,LIIS ON THE AIvIER,CAN A{ARKEI

F i l m Exposure Indcx No. of  Exposures

ASA 5, 
ASA 25
ASA 50
P l u s - X
Tr i -X

Ansochromc
Asfo CN 14
Agfochrome CT l8

5*
25
5 0

200
400
3 2
20
50

50
50
50
50
36
36
36
36

i f t

L

t

t

*Doku-Or tho- for  I  ine copy ing.

rather grainy and should only be employed when the light is too
weak for a slower film and when flash is not convenient.

Color Films

The first color material generally supplied in Minox cassettes
was Anscochrome, a reversal film. It produces positive color trans-
parencies on the film which was exposed in the camera. These
transparencies can be viewed in a magnifying viewer or projected
on a screen. While it is possible to make color prints from these
color transparencies, such prints are poor when compared with
the transparency. They show neither the color quality nor the
sharpness of the original.

The films currently available in Minox cassettes are Ansco.
chrome (32 A.s.A.), Agfa cl\-14 (20 A.s.A.) and Agfacolor cr.
rB (50 A.S.A.).

Exposing Color Film

The exposure latitude of color film is very small. It is tlere-
fore important to ascertain the exposure time accurately with a
photo-electric meter (see page 40). Underexposed shots will pro.
duce dense results with colors distorted, while overexposed films
are weak and pale with highlights devoid of color.

*
25
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Avoid great contrast such as deep shadows. Watch for strong
color reflections, which, while being faithfully recordedo may pro.
duce displeasing results in the final picture.

When you are using your Minox for photographs in daylight,
or with electronic flash indoorso you can use any of the color
films listed. When you use a flashgun, use blue bulbs for Ansco.
chrome and Agfachrome CT-IB, white bulbs for Agfa CN-14. 1

Disploying the Cotor Piclure

The color transparency is in the first instance intended to be
viewed by projection in the Minox projector (see page 83) which
w i l l t h r o w a l a r g e p i c t u r e o n a s c r e e n . I t m a y a l s o b e v i e w e d i n
the Minox magnifying viewer (see page 74). Finally, the Minox i
color transparency can be mounted into a 2 X 2 inch transparency
binder, to be viewed in a variety of normal miniature transparency
viewers or projectors. *.

Agfa CN-14 can be developed into black-and-white or color
p r i n t s . B e c a u s e c o l o r p r i n t s a r e m o r e e x p e n s i v e , t h e u s u a l p r o .
cedure is to make black-and-white proof prints of the entire roll
and to choose from these the shots to be printed in color.
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THE TECHNIQUE OF FOCUS

When you take a picture, the lens is focused at some definite
distance. That means, that its position relative to the film is adjusted
in such a way that whatever is exactly at the focused distance will
be represented by u sharp image on the film. Everything else-
everything nearer to the camera or farther away from it-will be,
strictly speaking, unsharp.

In practice the decline of definition is, of course, gradual. Thus
there is a zone-stretching from somewhere in front of the focused
distance to somewhere behind it-which will appear sufficiently
sharp to the human eye. This is called depth of field.

Now, what should or should not be accepted as sufficiently
sharp is debatable. Certain standards, however, have been agreed
upon. Thus a 'opin point" represented on the B X ll mm. Minox
negative by 

" 
"dot", the diameter of which does not exceed l/60

Dffi., is regarded as sharp for average standards. The technical
term for that oodot" is "circle of confusion."

The limits defined by the circle of
quickly with one type of lens than with
point of view short focus lenses yield
longer focus lenses, and far focusing
than near focusing distances. Further
depth of field than large ones.

confusion are reached more
others. Thus from the same
more depth of field than

distances yield more depth
small apertures yield more

viewed in this light the case of the Minox is unique. The focal
length of its lens is only t5 -m/, that is about r/J oL that of the nor-
mal Iens of a 35 mm. camera. In consequence the depth of field is
so high even at its full opening of I 3.5, that an adjustable aperture
has been dispensed with and the lens opening remains fixed at
I 3.s.

The near and far limits of the depth of field for any distance
setting are indicated on the Minox camera as extension lines to the
right and left from the distance-indicating dot. If you set, for ex.

27
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ample, the distance on the camera to 6 feet the line to the right ex'

tends to 4 feet, and the one to the left to 11 feet. This means that the

depth of field with this setting covers a range from 4 to Il feet and

everything between these distance limits will be reproduced sharply
on the film. If you set the distance to 4 feet the lines extend to 3 feet

on one side and 6 feet on the other, and subjects between these dis'

tances in front of the camera will be sharp on the film.

Snopshof Setting-Zone Focusing

Half-way between the 6 feet and oo marks the distance scale

carries a red dot. This mark corresponds to 12 f.eet, and the depth

of field at this setting extends from 6 feet to infinity.

This setting will be found particularly convenient when it

comes to seizing a situation where there is no time for many pre'

Iiminaries and which requires instant readiness to shoot. If you

leave the camera on this setting you are ready for sports, street

scenes, candid groups, etc., as long as you keep in mind that the

nearest object must not be closer than 6 feet from the camera.

On the other hand it should not be overlooked that scenes

without important foreground interest should rather be taken at

the infinity setting, as the best and most critical pin-point sharp-

ness is always at the actual distance set.

lntermediqte Distonce Settings

In addition to the distance settings engraved on the distance

scale of the Minox you can of course also set in-between values to

obtain maximum pin-point sharpness on a particular distance re.

quired. If the camera is set exactly half-way between the two en'

graved settings the distances are as indicated in the table on p. 29.

The distance between camera and subject has to be estimated.

Owing to the large depth of field there is a very reasonable latitude

at distances from 3 feet and farther, so that there is little chance of

inaccurate focusing. The short ranges from B in. t"o 2 Leet have to

be set accurately. Here the measuring chain should always be used.
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,NIERA,IEDI Af E A,I'NOX D'STANCES

Fcet Scale
Markcd Intermediatc
Values Values

Metric Scale
Marked lnterme diate
Values Valucs

(red dot)
6 ft.

,  3 f t .

? fr.

1 i l r .

1 tr.

10  i n .

8  in .

121r.

1 lt.

2 ft. 5 in.

1 ft. 8l in.

1 tt. 18 in.

10fr  in.

8 i  in .

(red dot)
l m .

1 m .

0.6 m.

0.4 m.

0.3 m.

0.94 m.

0.9 m.

4 m .

1 . 3 3  m .

0.75 m.

8 m .

0 .?4 .m.

0.27 m.

0.99 m.

*

.*,

#

t
ffi

Depth of Field Tqbles

These tables have been included
fact that the Minox is fitted with a
tables supply more accurate figures,
read off the indicator as the distance
ficient detail.

in this book, in spite of the
depth of field indicator. The
which cannot be so readily

scale is not calibrated in suf-

All distances given are from the front of the camera.

The first column gives the distance to which the camera is to
be set. In addition to the distance values engraved on the distance
scale of the camera, in between settings are also shown in brackets.

The second column shows the field covered at any distance
setting with the Minox.

The third column gives the depth of field covered with the
Minox at each camera distance (as indicated in the first column)
for a standard circle of confusion of I /60 mm.
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DEPTH OF FIETD

lhe ncor ond for limirr of rhc depth of fiold src indicotcd on thc Minox or ex.
lcnrion lincs to rhe right ond left of rhc distqncc indcr. tf rhc distonce ir for
rxomple set to 6 fi. (obovc ccaler), rhe linc cxtcndr ro 4 ft. on thc righr ond to | |
ft. on thc lcft, ond cvcrything be?wecn thcse limirr will bc rcproduccd shorply on
the ftlm. At closer rctlingr rhc dcprh ir lerr (obovc ilghtl, ol morc distqnl cettingr
it ir greotcr (obove left); rhur :etting thc distqncc to thc rcd dot (12 fi.) rcndorl
rvcrything shorp from 6 fi. ro inftnity.

THE BUILT-IN MINOX FIITERS

lwo ftlters src builr in ond
ploccd in position in front of thc
lcnr by simply rliding thc knurlcd
bqr on top of the view finder front'
window to thc lefi. ln thc stsndord
modcl pushing the ftr:t I in. plocer
lhc orongc filter (3 X ) in posilion'
pushing fully, the green ftlrcr (2X).

The ftlrers for the Minor B qrc
green (2X) cnd grey ( l0X).

ln the stondqrd Minox, cloring
lhc comero outomoticolly purhcr
rhc filtcr bqck. Ihir b not fhc corc
in rho Model B.

Flo:h ourlet will bc found qt cnd of llinox com.rc.
For illurlrationr of llllinox B.G. Flosh ond Elceftonlc Florh

unitr rcc pago 53.

@
'rfr

- - -  t - -
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DEPIH OF F'ELD AND SUBJECT AREAS (FEETI

Focused
Distance

Depth of Ficld
Field Sizc From To

19 ft. 8 in. co

6 f t .  1 * i n .  €
1lt. 0 in. 11 11. 4 in.
3 ft. Oi in. 5 ft. 11 in.
? tt. 5$ in. 3 ft. 9i in,
1  J t .11 l  in .  2 l t .11 l  in .
1 tt. 81 in. 9 [t. 4] in.
1 fl. 6* in. 2 ft. 0 in.
1 ft. 4* in. 1 ft. 8* in.
1 tt lt in. I ft. 3t in.

1 1 l i n .  1 t t .  1 i n .
1 0 t  i n .  1 1 t  i n .
91 in.  101 in.' 

88 in. 9| in.
7i in, 8l in.

5 i n .  f t n .  9 i n .
2 in .  X 4 f t .  5  in .
1*  in .  X I  f t .  11 in .
7 i n .  X l f t .  2 i n .
3 in. X 1 ft .  8i  in.
0i in. X 1 tt .  5* in.

10$ in .  X 1  f t .  9$ in .
9l in. X 1 ft. 0f in.
7*  in .  X 10*  ln .
6 in. X 8fr in.
53 in .  X 7 i  in .
4 t  in .  X 6 f  in .
4 $ i n . X  6 i n .
3 l  in .  X 5 l  in .

6 ft.
3 fr.
I fr.
1 tt.
1 Jt.
1 lr.

€
(19 'r.)
6 ft.
(4 tr.)
3 fr.
(! ft. 5 in.)
2 lr.
(1 ft. 8t in.)
I ft. 6 in.
(1 ft. 9t in.)
1 tr.
(101 in.)
10  in .
(81 in.)
8 in,

DEPTH OF F,ELD AND SUBTECT AREAS (,UETERS}

Focused
Distance Field Sizc

Depth of Ficld
From To

3

co

(4 m.)
2 m .
(1.33 m.)
1 m .
(0.75 m.)
0.6 m.
(0.48 m.)
0.4 m.
(0.3a m.)
0.3 m.
(0.97 m.)
0.?4 m.
(0.99 m.)
0.9 m.

tlt X 299 cn.
105 X 145 cm.
70.0 X 96.4 cm.
52.6 X 79.9 cm.
39.1 X 53.7 cm.
30.0 X 40.0 cm.
24.7 X 33.8 cm.
90.5 X 96.4 cm.
17.2 X 13.7 cm.
15.1 X 90.0 cm.
13.4  X 18 .4  cm.
'19.0 X 16.5 cm.
10.8 X 14.8 cm.
9.8 X 13.5 cm.

3.85 m. 6
1.97 m. €
1.3t  m. 4.11 m.
0.99 m. 9.03 nr.
0.80 m. 1.34 m,
0.61 m. 0.99 m.
0.51 m. 0.71 n.
0.43 m. 0.55 m.
0.36 m. 0.45 r.
0.31 m. 0.37 m.
0 98 m. 0.31 m.
l '.25 m. O.t9 m.
0.93 m. 0.96 m.
0.91 m. O.l4 m.
0.19 m. 0.91 m.

3 l
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THE TECHNIQUE OF EXPOSURE

The correct exposure time outdoors depends on two sets of

circumstances:

1. The amount and color of light reflected from the subject

to be photographed. This in turn depends on the season of the

year, the time of day, situation, weather, etc.

2. The speed of filmo kind of filter used, the lens aperture,

which is fixed at | 3.5 in the Minox and possibly an allowance for

an increase in exposure if certain fine grain developers are used.

Exposure Tqbles

These are based on practical experience and mathematical

calculations. They tabulate all or most of the factbrs given above,

and, if used with discretion, will give an exposure figure which

lies well within the latitude of the film. Such a table, designed

for the Minox, is given at right.

Avqitqbte l ight Photogrophy with the Minox

The Minox camera with its tiny size and extremely quiet

shutter is ideally suited to unobtrusive photography by available

or existing light.

In very poor light super-fast film such as the 400 ASA Tri'X

will prove invaluable, while under better conditions the slower

and finer-grained Plus-X (ASA 200) will be found satisfactory.

The available light exposure table (p. 34) should only be

used as a guide. After a few trials your own experience will tell

you how to expose under conditions similar to those previously

encountered.

For very important subjects, or when in doubt, braeket your

exposures-that is, make one extra exposure at the next faster

shutter speed and one extra exposure at the next slower shutter

speed, in addition to the regular exposure.

-, .- l
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,il
SHUTTER SEII'NGS FOR OUTDOOR P'CTURES

Use shu t te r  se t t i ng  shown oppos i te  sub jec t ,  under  p revo i l i ng  l i gh t  cond i i i ons .
Sub iec t  i ypes  o re :  ove roge  -  Neorby  peop le ,  go rdens ,  houses .  l i gh t -  Peop le  i n
beoch  ond  snow scenes ;  d i s ton t  scenery .  do*  -  Peop le  i n  do rk  c lo th ing ,  do rk
f  l owers ,  s t ree is ,  houses .  When  in  doub t  use  "Averoge"  se t f i ngs .

N0TE:  The  se t t i ngs  in  th i s  s imp le  gu ide  do  no t  necessor i l y  og ree  w i th  se t t i ngs
obtoined by coreful  meosutement wi th on ex 'posure meter.

For best exposure accuracy use your Minox Exposure Meter
whenever possible.

Photo-Eleclric Exposure Melers

A photo-electric exposure meter is the most accurate and
dependable means available for arriving at the correct exposure.

The Minox exposure meter, no longer manufactured, was
specially made for the Minox. It has a built-in viewfinder which

tr

BLACK & WHITE B r i g h  t
Sun

H o z y
Sun

C loudy
B r i g h t

Cloudy
D u l l

ASA 25 Averoge
L i e h t
Dork

200
500
r 0 0

100
200
5 0

50
1 0 0
20

20
5 0
l 0

ASA 50 Averoge
L i sh t
Dork

s00
I 000
200

200
500
1 0 0

1 0 0
200
50

50
1 0 0

20
P l u s - X
ASA 200
*o reen  f i  l t e r

Avcroge
L i sh t
Dork

I  000

I 000

I 000
* 1 0 0 0

500

500
I 000
200

200
500
r 0 0

Tr i -X

ASA 400

Opcn  Shode
L i g h t  O v e r c o s t
Heovy  Overcos l

500
1000 wirh orongc f i l rcr
1000  w i th  g reen  f i l t c r

COLOR Br igh t
Sun

H  o z y
Sun

Cloudy
Br ight

C loudy
D u  l l

Agfo
cN-r4
ASA 20

Averoge
L i sh t
Dork

r50
300
75

75
1 5 0
30

5 0
75
2 0

2 0
30
l 0

Anscochrome
Hi -Speed
D o y l i e h r

Averogc
L ieh t
Dork

500
800
300

EO
400
1 5 0

60
r00
40

30
50
n

Agf  oco  lo r
c T  1 8
ASA 50

Avcroge
L ieh t
Dork

500
I  00c
200

200
500
r 0 0

r00
200
50

50
100
20
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AVAILABLE LIC'Ir TXPOSURT TABLE

Shuttrr tcttingr. Vhile rhuttcr reltlngr vrry with thr rmount of rvdlrUc llluml.
nrtion, typc ol rubjcct, color ol walh or furnlrhingr, ctc., thc lollowlng rpprori.
mrte rcttingr havc bccn lound tdcqurtt under ryc?.ga conditionr.

For  ex i s t i ng l u s -X

Home in tcr ion,  br ight  ar t i f tc ia l  l ight . .  .  . . . . . . .  1 /2O
H o m c  i n t c r i o n ,  d a y l i g h t  . . . . . .  . . . . .  o  ,  1 / 1 6
T c f e r b i o n  p l c l u r c r  .  .  .  . .  . .  . .  . .  . . . . . . . .  .  .  . .  . . . . . .  l  / 2 O
B_r isht ly  f ightod of f iccr ,  day l ight . .  . . . .  . . .  .  . .  . .  . .  .  .  1 /gOO
O f f i c c r ,  b r i g h t  r r t i f t c i r l  l i g h t  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 / J O
Mure umr, Erhibitionr, School Roomr, Slorcr, Comirer.

c l r l  c n d  f n d u l t d a l  I n t e r i o n r o  r i . . . . . . . .  o . . .  1 / 5 0 . 1  / l O 0
lnot - l fgh lod r th le t ic ,  r tagc,  rnd icc  rhowr. . . . . . . . . .  1 /1OO
Brightly l ightcd downtown arclr at night .  .  .  . .  . . .  .  . .  1/gO

| /lo'
1 /5O
1 / 1 o
1/100
1/25

1/tt.1/50
1lso
1/10.

".f

t For crposurcr longcr than 1/90 t hipod, or ftrm ruppoil, ir rdvimblc.

helps in pointing the meter at the exact subject area to be measured.
The exposure times can be read off at a glance without further
settings or conversions. The reading is retained until the instrument
is used again. The needle remains locked and is only free during
t}e actual operation of taking a reading.

The Minox meter is shock-proof, as the whole measuring unit
is mounted in jewelled bearings. Its light-metal casing is specially
treated against corrosion

The back of the Minox meter carries a conversion table.
making this instrument also suitable for use rvith conventional
cameras with adjustable aperture. The meter is supplied with a
chrome-plated chain, in a leather case. In smallness and minimum
weight it corresponds to the design of the camera itself.

The viewfinder of the Minox meter can be used to determine
beforehand whether a subject is worth photographing at all. To
do this with the camera finder would mean opening the camera
-with a possible loss of a frame if no exposure is made.

On the Minox B a complete photo-electric meter is built into
the camera. Here the camera viewfinder helps to point the meter
in the right direction.

How to Use the Seporqte Minox Meler
l. Set film speed.
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OUTDOOR EXPOSURE TABLE FOR ANSCOCHROA{E

Front
Lishtcd

Br isht  Sunl ight

Sidc
Lishted

Back
Lighted

Hazy
Sun

Cloudy
Dul l

AVERAGE

LIGHT

DARK

500 300 150 t50

800 500 400 400

300 t00 1 5 0 1 5 0

Cloudy
Brisht

60

100

1o

30

50

-Vhen in doubt, use rett ing lor "Averagc Subiecb"-

- To obtain internncdlcte rpccdr not rhown on your Minox, but shown hcro, rcl
rhutter speed dial betwcen rpccdr engrrvcd on rcalc. Example; To get rpecd
ol 300 (1 /300 sec), set dial betwcen 900 rnd 500.

t .

2. Look through rneter f inder.
3. Press meter button.

4. Read ofi  exposure t inre.

The back of the meter carr ies in the top r ight ha.cl crorner
a rnovable  round d isc .  To i ts  le f t  a  char t  g ives .ASA Exposure
Index rat ings of Minox f i lnrs, opposite a set of symbols.

Place the thumb of one hand against the rnovable round
disc and turn i t  unti l  the symbol identi fving the speed of
the f i lm appears on the end of the speed indicator cyl inder
seen through the window on the front of the nreter. F or
example: i f  a f i lm with an Exposure Lrdex of 200 A.S.A. is in
the camera, turn the movable disc on the back of the instru-
ment unti l  the cyl inder (seen through the front window)
shows on top the symbol for that speed, a black tr iangle.

Hold the instrument up to the eye and look through the
viewfinder at the scene to be photographed.

While viewing, press the hutton on top of the instrurnent for
about 2-3 seconds and let go again. Depressing the button
releases the meter pointer, which wil l  lnove to the posit ion
indicating the exposure t ime required, and stay locked at
this posit ion unti l  the button is depressed for another reading.

2.

3.
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4. The correct exposure time can now be read ofi in the meter

window. The indicator needle will point to a segment, which

shows at its end the shutter speed required.

The black figures on white (2, 5, L0, 20,50, 100, 200, 500,

f000) stand for fractions of seconds and therefore indicate

L/2, L/5, L/L}, I/20, I/50, 1/100, L/2A0, l/500, and 1/1000

second respectively. The white figures on black (L,2,5, etc.) in'

. dicate full seconds.

If the film in use is intermediate in speed between those

given on the Minox meter, set the meter to the next higher

(or lower) speed and use the corresponding intermediate ex'

posure value on the camera.

- Similarly, if the needle points exactly to the line dividing

two fields, the intermediate exposure time may be set.

The Built-in Meler of the Minox B

The Minox B has a photo-electric exposure meter built into

the camera body. The meter is coupled to the shutter speed set'

ting. Before using the camera, the film speed must be set. This is

done before the film is inserted into the camera, and requires no

further attention even when changing films as long as films of the

same speed are used.

l. On loading the camera-. set the filnl counter to the red dot (see

page lI, No. l). While the camera is closed turn the shutter

.p""a dial until the ASA speed indicator (a solid black triangle

A ) points to the speed of the film to be used, e.g. 25,50 or 200

ASA etc.

. Intermediate speeds may also be set by utilizing the

shorter pointers to the right or left of the solid triangle. Set'

ting the line to the telt of the solid arrow to the engraved

ASA number reduces the film speed. Thus an ASA exposure
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setting oI 25 becomes ASA 16, 50 becomes ASA 32, 100 be-
comes ASA 64, 200 becomes ASA 125, 400 becomes ASA 250.

Setting the line to the right of the solid arrow to the en-
graved ASA number increases the film speed by two steps.
Thus an ASA setting oL 25 becomes ASA 42, 50 becomes ASA
80, 100 becomes ASA 160, 200 becomes ASA 320, and 400
becomes ASA 640.

2. Open the camera back (see page ll Nos.2 and 3).

3. Turn the shutter speed dial to 100 (l/100 sec.) which is marked
with a red dot.

4. Now proceed with loading the camera with film as instructed
on page ll, Nos. 4-7.

Notes on Using the Meter

The photo-electric cell is located behind the honeycomb win-
dow in the front plate of the meter. Take care therefore not to ob-
struct this window with your fingers, the brim of a hat, etc., while
taking a reading.

Normally, measure the light reflected from the subject to be
photographed from the camera position. This covers most occasions,
but there are important exceptions.

If there is a great range of contrasts in the scene to be meas-
ured, point the instrument in the direction cf the darkest parts
which should be fully exposed and which play a major part within
the picture.

In the same way if, for example, a portrait is to be taken
against a light sky, take the meter reading at close range, so that
the figure fills the viewfinder of the meter. In this way the exposure
time indicated is based on the light reflected by the subject only
and this will be correctly exposed. With a reading taken from the
camera's viewpoint the much brighter sky would influence the meas-
urement and indicate too short an exposure time as far as the actual
subject is concerned.
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MINOX B EXPOSURE METER

o) Exposure meler  needle.

Setl ing pointer

Opero l ing  bu t ton

F i lm speed index
Film spoed rcole

f) Set the f i lm speed beforc looding. Rotole the shutter rpeed wheel unti l  the f i lm

speed index  is  oppos i te  thc  requ i red  number  ( le f t ) .  Open the  Minox  ond se t  lhe

rhui ler speed diol ro 100 lr ight).  Then proceed with looding.

S) To tqkc c rccding, r ight rhc subiec ( lef i) ,  ond press the operoting bui lon for

2 lo 3 sccond:. Rototc the shulter speed diol unri l  the setl ing poinler is ol igned

with thc mclcr needle (center). Then toke fhe piclure (r ight).

When photographing landscapes with a large expanse of sky,

t i l t  the exposure meter sl ightly towards the foreground. This en-

sures that this part of the picture is not underexposed.

In photography against the light where the shadow areas

should show ful l  detai l ,  i t  is part icularly irnportant to point the

meter at these shadow areas at close range.

When not in use, protect the Minox meter by keeping it in its

leather case. The case has a slot on one side to accommodate the

b)

c)

d )
c)
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release button. A carrying chain
can be detached in the same way

Using lhe Minox B Meter

provided for the meter, which
described for the camera itself.

l. To take a reading, look through the viewfinder, and press down
the button in the center of the exposure meter. Take care not
to obstruct the exposure meter window with your fingers.

2. After 2-3 seconds let go of the button. The camera can now be
removed from the eye.

3. Turn the shutter speed setting dial unti l the open triangle (A)
setting of 25 in front of the meter button is opp.site the hlack
line leading to the positi 'n of the white nreter needle in the
cut-out window. If the white rneter needle comes to rest be-
tween two connecting l ines set the triangle similarly between
two adjacent l ines.

Now the camera is set to the correct exposure time.

It will frequently happen that the shutter speed setting
is in between two engraved speeds, e.g. between 100 and 200.
That need cause no worry, as the shutter speeds run con-
tinuously trom l/2 to I/f000 sec. and it only means that you
have set an intermediate speed. ln our example above this
would be 1rl150 sec.

Exposure times longer than 1/2 sec. can not be set by
turning the shutter speed dial; the B or T setting on the shut.
ter has to be employed (see page 16, No. 3). If the shutter
speed scale points to the blue dot between 2 and B this stands
for an exposure of I second and if it points to B, the required
expbsure is 2 seconds. Intermediate positions have to be
estimated.

Exposures at speeds slower than L/50 sec. should not
normally be made with the camera held in the hand (use the
Minox tripod, see page 66).

If you do not know, or have forgotten to what film spefi
the exposure meter is set, simply turn the shutter speed dial
to I00, and read ofi the ASA speed on the meter opposite the
solid triangle.
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Using the Minox Meler for Color

Set the color film speed on the meter. For 32 A.S.A. films
use a meter setting halfway between the 25 and 50 ASA settings.
Take close-up readings wherever possible.

If the main subject is in the shade, but the surroundings in
sunshine: double the exposure indicated by the meter, e.B.if the
meter shows 1/100 second use I/50 second.

Against the light use half as much again as indicated by the
meter.

In dull lighting on overcast days double the exposure time
indicated by the meter.

See the general advice given for color work on page 25.

The Seporqte Minox Meler with Conventionql Cqmerqs

The separate Minox meter is designed for an aperture of | 3.5,
which is the fixed opening at which the Minox works. To employ
the meter with cameras which have adjustable apertures use the
conversion scale to be found on the back of the meter.

The vertical center column of the scale indicates the exposure
figures Ior t' 3.5 as indicated on the Minox meter front. The cor-
responding exposure times for other apertures can be read ofi the
left of the center column Lor | 2 and I 2.8 and to the right fior | 5.6
and I B. Thus a reading of 1/100 second on the Minox meter corre-

:::l1r 
on the scale to 1/500 second at f 2, or T/25 second at f B, and

Meter Cqlibrqtion

To obtain best results it is very advisable to make a number of
tests as the methods of handling the meter, of developing the film,
density of negatives required, etc. vary greatly. Consequently you
may get better results when setting the meter to a different ASA
index than that suggested by the film manufacturer.

We suggest that you treat your first film as a test film and ex.
pose subjects in the sun, in shade etc. each with:
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(a) twice the exposure indicated

(b) the exposure as indicated

(") half the exposure indicated, and

(d) one-quarter of the exposure indicated by the meter.

Examination of the resulting negatives (preferably with an ex.
pert) will show the best overall result. If, for instance, half the ex-
posure time indicated gives the best results, compensate for this
by using the corresponding higher film speed setting on the meter
(e.g. if the film is officially rated at 25 ASA, use 50 ASA).

The writer has made extensive tests with his own camera and
found for his purposes he gets consistently good results for his
(straightforward) method of taking and processing when using his
film (rated at 25 ASA) with a setting of 75 ASA on rhe merer.

Fi l ters wirh the Minox B Meter

When the green filter is brought into action (see page 44) you
can still set the correct exposure time with the aid of the built-in
meter. Simply turn the small green dot beside the open triangle
(instead of the open triangle itself) to the appropriate line leading
to the needle position.

when the neutral density fllter is brought into action (see page
45) the built-in meter automatically compensates for the exposure
increase necessary and the reading obtained with this filter in posi-
tion is correct.

Exposure in Prqctice

The employment of some exposure aid is strongly recommend-
ed in order to secure negatives suitable for enlarging. Minox nega-
tives must be sharp, have fine grain and show a well balanced grad-
ation between black and white.

The beginner will particularly be well advised to use the exact
time ot' exposure indicated by his meter or chart and to employ
straightforward methods of development: that is to say the develop-
er recommended by the makers (see page 75) or one which gives

4 l
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rHE SEPARATE IA INOX
EXPOSURE MEIER

l,eft; The l\4inox photo-cledric cx.
posuro melcr i t  especiol ly modc
for  the  Minox  comoro .  l t  hqr  o
bu i l t - in  v iewf inder  wh ich  he lp r  in
po in l ing  lhc  meter  q l  lhe  cxqc t
subiect oroo to be meqrured. The
cxposuro l imc con bc reod ofi  of
o  g lonce;  o  tob le  on  thc  bock  g iver
cor respond ing  vo lue t  fo r  comerqr
with odiurtoble oporturet. Thc
rcod ing  is  re to ined un t i l  the  in -
s l rumcn l  i s  used ogo in .  The nced ls
rcmoing  locked ond is  on ly  f rec
dur ing  lhe  oc tuo l  opero t ion  o f  fok .
ing  o  reod ing .

R igh t :  A lwoys  keep the  meter  f ron t
unobs l ruc led  wh i le  meosur ing  lo
Gnsure  cor rec l  reod ings ,  l t  i s  o l l
foo  eosy  to  p loce  o  f inger  in  f ron t
o f  the  photoce l l  I

Below: Normolly moosuro thc l ight ref lected from the subiect from the comoro

por i t ion  ( le f r ) ,  When shoot ing  ogo ins l  the  l igh t  where  the  shodow oreo t  shou ld

show fu l l  de to i l  i t  i s  por t i cu lo r ly  impor fon t  to  po in t  lhe  meler  o t  lhcsc  chodow oreq l
q l  c lose  ronge (center ) .  l f  rho  sub lec t  hos  o  g reo i  con t ros l  ronge,  por t i cu lo r ly  in

por t ro i t  photogrophy ,  tokc  o  c lose-up reod ing  ( r igh t ) .

a good f ine grain without loss of emulsion speed. This wil l  yield

negatives with the best definition for the average degree of enlarge-

ment. The grain, with a rnedium speed f i lm" wil l  not show unpleas-

antly.

I t  shouid be borne in rnind that the lat i tude towards under-

exposure of any film is small indeed. At the same time the popular

rule rather to ouerexpose dctes cerlainly not ho!'d goocl t'or the sub-
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mininure Minox negatiue either. The over-exposed negative will

regularly show much more grain with loss of definition, making

such negatives virtually unsuitable even for a reasonable degree of

enlargement. Therefore: accurate exposure is essential!

The advanced worker who aims at particularly fine grained

negatives and intends to use ultra-fine-grain developers must be

aware of the loss of speed caused by them, and will, therefore,

compensate for that by increasing the exposure time. However, the

negatives will then stand a high degree of enlargement without

showing unpleasant grain.

Alternatively, it is equally feasible to use the next slower speed

film with normal fine grain development and without loss of speed.

The grain is likely to be equally fine, while the exposure lims-as

normal development calls for no increase-would be practically

the same as for the faster film, giving ultra-fine-grain development.

This consideration will make it doubly clear why use of slower

speed films is so strongly recommended.

The Use of Filters

Black-and-white film, even when panchromatic, fails to render

colors in their true gray tone values,'so that the photograph often

gives a false impression of the real scene. The following is the

explanation of this discrepancy.
Scientifically speaking, to the human eye yellow appears to be

approximately over ten times as bright as blue, three times as

bright as red, and one and a half times as bright as green. The

average panchromatic film (pug" 22), however, registers blue with

a brilliance of about four-fifths that of yellow, green with one'

third, and red with two-thirds of the brightness of yellow.

It is therefore evident that in order to obtain a color render'

ing which will correspond with some degree of accuracy to impres'

sion of colors as perceived by the eye, the photographic sensitivity

of the various colors compared with each other will have to be cor'

rected. This can be achieved by the use of fihers.

Filters control the tone rendering on the negative material.

A A
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They lighten objects of their own color and darken those of their
complementary color (for example an orange filter will darken
the blue of the .ky). They may be used to obtain a color rendering
in the picture which corresponds more closely to the impression
made upon the eye by the object: so we speak of. correction t'ilters.

Filters may also be employed to emphasize certain efiects re-
gardless of whether such emphasis is scientifically correct or not.
For instance, a picture can be made to show heavy clouds against
a particularly dark sky, whereas the actual landscape revealed only
Iight clouds in a blue sky. Filters used for such ends are termed
contrast or ellect lilters.

All filters cut out some part of thd light and thus an increase
in exposure time is necessary to compensate when using them.
Exact figures can only be given for each particular case, for the ex.
posure ratio depends not only on the nature of the filter but also on
the color sensitivity of the film and on the color of the prevailing
light.

The Minox camera has two filters built-in. These are placed
in position in front of the lens by simply sliding the knurled bar
on top of the viewfinder front window towards the lens. Pushing
the bar the first r/4inch places the orange filter in position; push-
ing the bar as far as it will go places the green filter in front of the
lens. Make sure the filter required covers the lens opening fully.

When the camera is being closed, the filters are automatically
pushed back, to ensure that a filter does not relnain in position ac.
cidentally. If the filter is used on subsequent exposures it has to
be pushed in front of the lens every time it is required.

The green filter is a correction filter and holds back the blue,
rendering it darker. It is therefore particularly suitable in land-
scape photography in order to obtain clearly defined cloud effects
on a normal blue sky. It also holds back red (renders it darker) to
which some panchromatic films are over-sensitive (reproducing it
too light). Finally it offers a better differentiation in the various
shades of green than the unaided film can do. The exposure time



when using the green filter has to be doubled; e.g. if 1/100 second
is correct without a filter, use l/50 second with the filter.

The orange filter is an effect filter and over-corrects. It serves
therefore to depict heavy cloud effects against a dark sky when in
fact normal clouds were present on a blue sky. It strongly reduces
haze, giving very clear distant views even when some haze is present.
In general the orange filter dramatizes the scene. The exposure
time when using the orange filter has to be trebled, E.B. if 1/100
second is correct without a filter, use approx. L/30 second with the
filter. This is set on the Minox between 50 and 20.

Do not use these lilters with color filrn.

The Filters of rhe Minox B

The Minox B camera has a built-in green filter which has the
same characteristics as the one described for the Minox III S.

In addition it has a IOx neutral density filter which is intended
to cut down the light without having any effect on color rendition.
This is useful on occasions when even a shutter speed of l/I000
sec. would give over-exposed negatives. Examples are brilliantly
lit subjects such as beach scenes, snow scenes, etc. in bright sun-
shine taken with a medium speed or fast film in the camera.

Either filter is placed in position in the same way as explained
for the Minox standard but the filter is not automatically pushed
back on closing the camera. Therefore push the bar which brings
the filter in position back when it is no longer required.

The exposure increase in the case of the green filter can be al'

lowed for on the built-in meter as explained on page 41.

The 10X exposure of the neutral density filter is automatically

compensated for on the exposure meter when the filter is in front

of the lens. In efiect, the exposure meter has a high and a low

range sensitivity. When the light is bright, and the 10X filter is

not used, readings are made on the high range. When light is so

bright that 10X filter must be used, readings are made on low

range.
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FTASH AND ETECTRONIC FTASH WITH THE MINOX
Flash and electronic flash are efficient light sources where

insufficient light is available such as at night, indoors, etc. In the
flash unit you carry your own private "sun" with which you can
illuminate your subject or scene at any time and place.

The flash bulb is similar to a small electric bulb. However,
when current passes through it, it lights up in an intense flash
lasting usually about I/I00 second.

Each bulb will flash only once and has to be discarded after-
wards.

The flash bulb is inserted in a battery case, the current of
the battery is used to set off the bulb, a reflector behind the bulb
makes sure that all the light is directed towards the subject. The
shutter speed-provided it is slower than L/20-L/50 second-has
no effect on exposure since the flash is shorter than the exposure
time. A diffusion screen which may be placed in front of the bulb
has a two-fold action: it softens the light and acts as a safety
shield in the very rare event of a bulb bursting.

In the Minox Electronic Flash unit * current is discharged
from a power pack through a flash tube filled with a rare gas such
as Xenon.

This causes the tube to emit a brilliant flash of short duration.

Unlike flash bulbs, the flash tube does not have to be re-
newed after each flash. It is good for over 10,000 flashes.

This makes electronic flash ideally suited where a number of
pictures must be made in succession and operations (bulb chang-
ing, reinsertion, etc.) must be reduced to a minimum.

The color quality of the light emitted by the flash tube in
the Minox Electronic Flash unit is quite similar to daylight, mak-
ing it eminently suitable for exposing daylight type Minox Color
Films.

r Discontinued



Minox Synchronizqlion

The Minox cameras made since 1954 are internallv svnchro-
nized.

The Minox synchronization contacts fire the flash at the mo-
ment when the shutter is fully open. The technical term for this
is "X" synchronization.

Releasing the shutter closes the contacts firing the bulb the
moment the shutter blades are fully open.

The shutter setting when using AG-l flash bulbs in the Minox
B-C Flash unit should be 1/20 sec.

For electronic flash any shutter speed up to and including
I/500 may be employed.

When using flashguns of other than Minox make a setting of
I/20 second should be used.

Minox B-C Flqsh

The new Minox B-C Flash is the world's smallest and lightest
unit, measuring just 2 X I X I/2" and weighing a feather-light

Ia/2 oz.

Three models are available: Model B for the Minox B, Model

A for the Minox III S, and Model U to fit the accessory shoe of

35mm or larger cameras.

Models A and B fit directly onto the Minox without any

connecting cords or wires.

Model U has a connecting cord to fit the flash plug of the

camera shutter.

The Minox B-C Flash comes complete with its own leather

belt case. The case has a flat leather loop through which it can be

attached to a belt or to the camera chain.

Like the Minox itself, the flash unit has an anodized satin

chrome finish, so it is fully in keeping with the design and spirit

of the camera.

t
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The Minox B-C Flash houses a built-in telescoping reflector,
which gives full, concentrated illumination without the need for
a larger fan-shaped reflector.

For flash pictures, no matter what type of film is in the cam.
era, set the shutter speed at I/20.

- -when you want to take flash pictures, all you do is push up
the button on the back of the flash unit. This draws the spoon-
shaped reflector out of the unit housing.

After you have take' a picture, push the button donn.

The reflector returns to its place in the unit housing, and, at
the same time, the used bulb is automatically ejected.

Besides concentrating the light on the subject, the reflector
shields the picture-taker from the heat and flash of the bulb.

Always be certain, therefore, that the reflector is fully ex-
tended before you fire a flash picture.

The reflector becomes quite hot as soon as the flash is fired,
so be sure to use a camera hold that keeps your hands and fingers
off the reflector.

The Minox B-c Flash is powered by a battery-condenser ar-
rangement; hence the abbreviation ,,8-C.,,

Current from a 15 volt Eveready 504 or similar batterv
charges the condenser. At the moment of 

"*por,rre, 
the 

"orrd"rr.",discharges its power to flash the bulb in a tiny fraction of a
second.

The condenser's life is practically unlimited.
t'

f.
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The battery maintains its power for an indefinite period. It
should be replaced, though, after about two years.

With the Minox B-C Flash, use the tiny, all glass AG-l
"jelly bean" flash bulbs.

Though these bulbs are about the size of the smallest digit
of your little finger, they pack tremendous power.

The AG-l bulb has a rated output of ?000 lumen seconds,
which is equal to or slightly more than the output of the most
modern compact electronic flash units weighing ten times more
than the Minox B-C Flash.

Correct exposure
discontinued models
page 50.

Correct exposure
be found on page 51.

The Flqsh Distqnce

settings for flash with both the current and
of the Minox B-C Flash will be found on

settings for the Minox Electronic Flash will

The table shows correct working distances for the recom-
mended flash bulbs. Flash distances are for rooms of average
brightness.

In bright rooms (bathroom or kitchen) double the distance;
while in very large rooms, at night outdoors or particularly dark
interiors, the distance should be halved

Bounce ltash may be employed ro obrain a difiused light and
at the same time to take close up photographs without overex-
posure. With the Minox the light of the flash is directed against
the ceiling by detaching the gun from the camera and holding it
in the hand. This requires the use of an extension cord and Minox
flash adapter if Minox flash units are used. The efiective flash
distance is the sum of the distances from flash to ceiling and from
ceiling to subject. This method gives a result equal to difiused
room lighting, preventing harsh shadows.
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s e t  s p e e d  d i o l  o t  l / 2 0  l o r  o l l  f i l m  t y p e s

Wi thou t
F i l t e r

Green
F i l t e r

Neu tro I
Den  s  i t y

ASA 25 3-14 f t . 2 -10  f t l  - 5 f t .

ASA  50 420 (t 3-l  4 fr. 114- 7 It,

P l u  s - X  P o n
ASA 2OO

8-32 f? 5-22 It 2Yz-12 tt.

Tr i -X Pon
ASA 4OO 9-40 fr. 6-28 tt 3  - 14  f t .

As fo  CN-14
Co lo r  Neg .
ASA 20

3-14 f i I  - 5 f t .

An s coch rom e
C o l o r  P o s .
ASA 32

6.10 ft . 2-3y2 ft.

Agfoco lo r
c T  l 8
ASA 50

5-l 2 fr. lYz- 3 ft,

RECOMMENDED FLASH TO SUBJ ECT D'STANCES

l .  A g f o  C N - 1 4  o n d  o l l  b l q c k  &  w h i r e  f i l m  u s e  c l e o r  f l q s h  b u l b s

2 .  Anscochrome ASA 32  -  use  b lue  bu lbs

FLASH D'STANCES W'TH OLD STYLE
M'NOX B-C FLASH M2
M2 F loshbu lbs  o t  1 /20  sec .

I
I

Fon  w i th
One

Th i  ck-
Fon  ness  o f

Wi thou t  Re f lec io r  Hondker -
R e f  l e c t o r  O n  l y  c h i e f

6  f t .  15  f t .  l 0  f t .

25 f r .  l8  f t .

50 fr. 35 ft.

F o n  w i t h
Two

T h  i c k -
n e s s e s  o f
H o n d k e r -  P o l i s h e d

c h  i e f  R e f  l e c t o r

8  f t .  20  t t .

I  4 f t .  35 f t .

25 t t .  60 f t .

MINOX ASA 25

ASA sO

ASA 2OO

DAYLI  GHT
coloR AsA 32*
ANSCOCHROME

As fo  CN ' I4

7Yz f i .  l8 f t .  14 ft .  l0 f t .  25 ft .

6 f t .  14 ft . 9 ft.

Agfochrome CT-18 25 ft .  l8 fr .
rg3g Uue. t in ted l 'OB bu lbs i  c leor  whi te  bu lbs rhor  hsve
f) ln. ar rrrr o blul lhrh rhfr l j  wlth cbrr whltr bulbr.

7 fr .  l8 f t .

14 f r .  35 f r .

been lreoted in Jen-
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FLASH D'STANCES - M'NOX ELECTRON'C FLASH

Recommended  overoge  shu t te r  se t t i ng  i s  l / 200  sec . ,  o l though  o l l  o the r  speeds
moy  be  used .  F losh  du ro t ion  i s  l / 1000  sec .

NOTE:  When  us ing  co lo r  f i lm  in  room w i th  do rk  co lo red  wo l l s  reduce  d i s tonce
from comero to subiect  by I  f t .

r

3

Recommended overoge shut ter  set i ing is
moy  be  used .  F losh  du ro t ion  i s  l / 800  sec .

To  ossure  fu l l  exposure  w i th  e lec t ron ic
s ide  o f  the  f l osh  heod  l i gh ts  up .  A t  l eos t
tween f loshes to guorontee fu l l  power.

A very s low bl ink ing of  the neon tube
reploced.

l /200 s€colol though ol l  other speeds

f losh  wo i t  t i l l  t hc  neon  tube  o t  the
f i ve  seconds  shou ld  be  o l l owed  be .

is  o s ign thot  the bot tery should bc

Bottery Operof ion

FI LM FAN REFLECTOR
POLISHED

COLOR REFLECTOR

ASA 25 3 fr.  to 8 fr.  from suHicct 7.f t .  to l5 f t .  f rom subiecf

ASA 50 5 f t .  to 12 f t .  f rom subiecf 9 ft. to 20 ft. from subiect

T R I . X 9 ft .  ro 20 ft .  from subiect 15 f t .  to 30 f t .  f rom subiect

ANSCOCHROME
DAYLIGHT-
ASA 32 3 r o 5 f t . 6 t o 8 f t .

AGFA CN. I4 2Yz  to7  t t . 6  to  13 f r ,

AGFACHROME
cT-18 5 ro  12 f t . 9 to 20 ft.

A.  C .  Power  Supp ly

FILM FAN REFLECTOR
POLISH ED

COLOR REFLECTOR

ASA 25 5 f t .  to 9 f t .  f rom subiect 8 f t .  to 15 f t .  f rom sublec?

ASA 50 8 f t .  to 15 f t .  f rom sub ect l0 f t .  to 20 tt .  from subiect

PLUS.X I 0 ft. to 20 ft. from sub ect l5 f t .  to 25 ft .  from subiect

T R I . X 15 ft .  to 25 fr.  from subect 20 ft .  to 40 ft .  from sublect

ANSCOCHROME
DAYLIGHT-
ASA 32 6 ft. to 8 ft. 9 f t .  to l l  f t .

AGFA CN. I4 4 f t . t o 8 f r 7 ft .  to 13 ft .

AGFACHROME
cT  l 8 8 fr. ro 15 fr l0  f t .  to  20 f t .

www.orphancameras.com
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EXPOSURE GUIDE NUMBERS WHEN US'NG ,}I'NOX

EIECTRON'C FI,ASH W'fH ALL OTHER CAAIERAS

An scochrome
32'

E ktoch rome
Doy l i sh t ,  T r i -X  P lus -X

Kodoch rome Un iverso I  ASA ASA ASA ,  ASA
Doyl ight  Kodocolor*  400 200 50 25

FAN
REFLECTOR 11 21 80 56 ,lO t8

POLISHED
REFLECTOR 90 36 r 10 80 56 10

'Kodacolor rcquircr rn 85 conycrion filtcr

US'NG THE NEU TRAL DENS'TY FOR CLOSE.UP FLASH SHOTS

By sh i f t i ng  the  neu i ro l  dens i t y  f i l t e r  i n  f ron t  o f  t he  lens ,  you  con  toke  f l osh -
sho ts  o t  t he  fo l l ow i  ng  c lose r  comero - to -sub iec t  d i s tonces :

Minox  B /C  F losh
wi th  AG- l  Bu lb

(bu i  l t - in  re f lec tor )

Minox B/C F losh
wi th  M-2 Bulb
(fon ref lector)

M i n o x  E  l e c t r o n i c
F  losh  Un  i t

( f on  re f l ec to r )

ASA 25 I  -  5 f t 5 -  7  f t . 2Y2  -3  f t .

ASA 5 0 lY2-  7  f i 8  -  l 0  f r 3Yz - AYz tt.

PLUS.X 2Yz - 12 tt. l 0 - 1 2 f r . 5 - 7 f t .

T R I . X 3  - 1 4 f t . 1 4 - 1 8 f t 7 - 9 f t .

The  obove  d i s tonces  opp ly  i n  room w i th  l i gh t  co lo red  wo l l s .
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The current Minox b-C Flosh weighs lVz oz. ti uses

AG-l  " ie l lybeon" bulbs.

The Minox Eleclronrc

Flosh, shown below, is

now discontinued. The

o ld-s ty le  B-C F losh  shown

wi th  i t  used min io fu re

M-2 bu lbs .

53
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EXPOSURE 'NFORMAT'ON WHEN US'NG A4'NOX B/C FLASH
WITH ALL OTHER CAMERAS. ln combinolion with Minox Flosh
Adapter, use F or X synchronizolion of cornero wilh shutler

speed of , / 50 sec. or slower.

Dayrishr ^*::f,[," ?
Koda- ASA 31, I

BUWh Tungsten Rating 16 25 50 64 160 chrome Ektachrome, I
FAN

REFLECTOR *Guide No.  55 70 105 110 170 35 60

POLISHED
REFLECTOR *Guide No. 70 90 130 14O 900 50 90

For black and white f i lms, use M-9 bulbs. For Dayl ight cotor f i lms, use M-iB
bulbs. For Kodacolor f i lm use the Tungsten 95 rat ing and clear wirc-f i l lcd
.M-9) bulbs.

+ Guide Numbers, To ftnd correct lens setting (f-stop), divide Guide Numbcr
by the distance lrom f lash unit to subject. Example: Guide Numbcr 60; Dis-
tonce 10 ft .  Use f:6.

t
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CTOSE-UP WORK WITH THE MINOX

For close-up work the Minox requires no special lens attach.
ments as its focusing range extends down to B irrches. At this
distance a field of. Bt/s X S% inches is covered. In consequence
documents, book pages, illustrations, as well as small objects,
can be photographed without difficulty. The field covered at the
various distance settings is given in the table on page 31.

The Minox Copying Stond

To facilitate efficient, quick and fully accurate copying work,
an adjustable copying stand has been made for the Minox,
which allows copying of originals between 3Yz X sV2 inches and
gvz X I2Vz inches in size.

The Minox copying stand consists of a camera clamp with
cable release socket and four adjustable three-section legs. The
legs are calibrated to correspond with the various distance settings
of the camera between B and lB inches. The camera clamp can
be removed from the copying stand and may be used separately to
attach the camera to the Minox tripod or any other tripod.

Using fhe Copying Sfond

l. Attach legs to clamp adapter.

2. Position lug of clamp.

3. Attach camera to clamp.

4. Extend legs.

5. Check camera and image.

6. Expose.

F
ff
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COPYINO WITH 'HE IIINOX

left: Thc odiurroble Minox copy.
ing t tond ol lows copying or ig inolr
between 3l X 5t incher ond 9i X
l2 i  incher in s ize.  h consir ts  of
o comoro clomp wirh coblc relecrc
sockel ond four odiurloble threc-
seclion lcgs. The lotler orc coli-
broted lo correspond with ihe vori-
ous comero dislonce settingr br-
tween 8 ont^ 18 inches. See pogc
57.

Above lelt :  lhree exfension posit ions corrcsponding lo
dirtonce rett ingr ol 8, 12, l8 in. Abovc r ight: To set up thc
rtond, sl idc thc comero into the clomp. Cenlerl .  Extcnd thc
legs  by  loosen ing  the  r ibbed co l lo rs  on  the i r  borc .

l l luminotion is useful ly obtoined with two toblc lompr
orronged on opposi le sider lo ovoid rhodows (bororn feft).
Whcn working in doyl ighr or wifh one lomp o piecc of
whitc cord (bonom fighr) will ovoid rhodowr.
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l. Screw the legs into the ring-shaped clamp adapter after align-

ing dots on legs with dots on adapter.

The polished lug inside the closed end of the clamp has to
in a vertical position; if it is not, turn the knurled knob
the clamp to position the lug vertically.

Slide the camera-with the lens downwards-into the clamp.

so that the rectangular slot at the end of the camera engages

the hg of the clamp. Then turn the knurled knob of the

clamp clock-wise to lock the camera into place. When the

camera is in the picture taking position (pulled out), the

cable release socket of the clamp will line up with the camera
release button. The camera can remain in position in the

clamp during the o'push-pull" movement to reset the camera

for successive exposures

To extend the legs, loosen the ribbed collars at the base of each

leg and pull out to the required position. Lock each leg by

tightening its collar. The following distances are indicated and

can therefore be quickly set to match the distance scale on the

camera:

B inches: legs fully pushed in.

10 inches: loosen upper (larger) collars, pull out by

gripping lower collar until the first click is felt.

L2 inches: as for l0 inches but pull to second click.

IB inches: loosen large and small collars, pull out fully.

Check that the camera has been set to the distance corre.
sponding to the leg extension (see above). The approximate
area covered is the rectangle formed by the four legs.

Expose, with the cable release. The Minox release or any
other type with the standard tapered thread will fit into the
cable release socket of the clamp.

be
oI

I

l

r
I
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CTOSE.UPS WIIH THE ITINOX

Thc Alinor rofcty choin ir
fincd to lhc comcro (or cx-
porurc rnclrr) by inrcrting thr
nclongulor plug ot the cnd
to lho chqin into thc corrc-
rponding choin tocket on tho
comc?o. Thc socket wi l l  retroct
on purhing rhc plug into pori-
l ion. Usc thc D-shoped r ing lo
lurn lhc prcrscd in plug by
90o to lock ir .  (See poge 65.)

R;gfiti Thc choin ir Gred wirh bcodr fo indicotc dirlonccr of g in.,
l0 in., I ft., l l  fr. ond 2 fr. whcn ir ir pullcd rout, thul permitfing
occurole mcosuromenl of ncor distonce:. (Sec poge 65.)

Thc Minox enlorgcr
moy bc uri l ized for
copy ing .  fhe  Minox
en lorger  copy ing  o t -
lochment  hor  o  ho ld -
ing brockct for thc
comcro. l l  screwr lo
the f longc of thc sl id-
ing borrel oppo:i te
the  lomphoure .  On
rotot ing lomphouse
by I80 '  lhe  comerq
is in correcl pori t ion.
(See poge 59.)

rtE

fhc dirtqnco ir 3ot on thc
comcrq corrcrponding to lhc
cqmoro-obi.ct disloncc ond
con bo dotcrminod with rho
Gcm.r! choia.
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Minox Films for Copying

Use the Doku-Ortho micro copy film (ASA Exposure Index

5) for copying drawings, book pages, or other line illustrations.

Use the slow fine grain film (ASA Exposure Index 25) for

copying photographs or other continuous tone illustrations.

Use the appropriate color film for copying in color.

[ isht ing

The original to be copied should be lit evenly for best results.

Two lamps, of the same wattage, may be placed to the left and

right of the copying stand so that they light the subject at an

angle of 45'. In daylight, or when only one lamp is available, a

white reflector (cardboard, towel, napkin) should be placed on

the opposite side of the copying stand to assure fairly even lighting.

Take care that the copying stand legs do not cast shadows

into the picture area.

Using the Enlqrger for Copying

The Minox enlarger is provided with a support on the movable

enlarger arm to accept the Minox holder. Moving the arm up or

down the column will keep the camera parallel to the baseboard

and allow the object to be copied to be placed on the enlarger

baseboard.

The Minox enlarger copying attachment consists of a support'

ing bracket to hold the camera and acts as an accurate position

control for copying. It screws to the flange of the sliding barrel

opposite to the lamphouse (see also page 58).

To attach it, slide the barrel up on the column to the point

where the lower rim of the banel disengages from the guide rail.

Swing the lamphouse to the rear. The barrel can now be set to

any level after having introduced the guide rail into the second

groove, which is now in front.
t

59
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Pull the cover plate over the flange ofi the sliding barrel, to
reveal the holes in the second screw flange. Fasten the attachment
to the flange by means of the large dial in its recess. The two pins
must engage in the holes in the flange. The milled screw is situated
on top.

Lock the camera and the adapter in the fork of the copying
attachment with the screw with a milled head located on top of
the flange.

The distance is set on the camera and the corresponding dis-
tance between camera and baseboard (or object) can be meurur",l
with the camera measuring chain. The chain is fitted with its
oblong ear to the suspension pin of the attachment flange. Raising
or lowering the barrel until the required bead touches the base-
board (or object) Iocates the camera at the correct working dis-
tance.

The size of the picture field can be determined from thc table
on page 31 and also through the viewfinder. To avoid vibration
the shutter should only be released with the cable release, which
fits into the screw head of the small angie iron of the attachment
flange.

The Universal Copying Arm can be attached to any vertical
column up to r3/q" in diameter, but is designed especially to fit
the Minox Table Stand.

The copying Arm and rable stand provide an excellent set
up for reproducing diagrams, text, photographs, advertisements,
notes, letters, and so forth.
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TELE-PHOTOGRAPHY

Telephoto shots with the Minox are possible with the aid of

binoculars in conjunction with the Minox binocular attachment.
One half of the binoculars serves as a supplementary lens to the

camera lens, while the other half is used to observe the scene, acts

as viewfinder and permits focusing.

The magnification obtained is that of the binoculars used and

the quality of the image depends on the optical quality of the

binoculars.

Both central screw focusing and single eyepiece focusing bin'

oculars are usable.

For long time exposures the whole binocular assembly should
be mounted on a tripod. Whenever possible, this is strongly ad'
vised even for instantaneous exposures to minimize camera shake.

How lo Use the Binoculor Attqchmenl

l. Unscrew eyecup.

2. Set camera to infinity.

3. Fix camera in adapter.
4. Fix binocular attachment clamp to eyepiece.

5. Attach cable release holder to binoculars.

6. Fit cable release.

7. Focus through the second eyepiece.

B. Set exposure time.

9. Release.

1. On central screw focusing binoculars attach the camera to the
fixed eyepiece. Any cup in this eyepiece therefore has to be
removed. On binoculars with individual eyepiece focusing ei-
ther eyepiece may be used and its eyecup removed.

2. Set the focusing knob of the camera to co (infinity).

6 l
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3. Place the cainera-lens pointing to the clamp-into the cam.
era-holder and fasten it in position by turning the milled ring
at the outside end of the holder one quarter turn to the right.

Attach the clamp to the eyepiece by means of the milled
clamping scre\,y, which opens or tightens the claws of the
clamp. Take care that the two metal mounting plates on the
inside of the clamp rest on the outside rim of the eyepiece. If
they do not, remove the thin black metal ryashers by loosening
their holding screws. The blades are 0.5 and I mm. thick, so
that three thicknesses of 0.5, I and 1.5 mm. are available ac.
cording to the shape of the eyepiece. In any case, the frame
of the camera holder has to touch the eyepiece lens of the bin-
oculars. After correct positioning tighten the clamping screw.

Attach the cable release holder by placing both sections round
the center pillar of the binoculars and fasten it by tightening
its clamping screw.

Screw the cable release into the cable release socket of the
camera adapter, and thread the release through and under the
cross bar of the binoculars. Place its head into the slot pro-
vided on the cable release holder.

To focus, put the one eyepiece of the binocular to be used as
the viewfinder in front of the eye in such a way that the other
eyepiece used with the camera is not placed before the other
eye but upright to the head.

In case of myopia the visual defect of the observing eye
(for instance-3 diopters) must be adjusted on the movable
evepiece for al l  occasions. For normal vision leave on zero (0).

To locus with central wheel locusing binoculars look through
the available eyepiece and turn the central screw focusing
wheel until the image appears perfectly sharp.

To locus with independent eyepiece locusing binoculars at
infinity-that is distances of more than lOO-yards-set the eye-
piece fitted to the camera to zero. To focus at shorter distances
observe the subject and focus it by turning the eyepiece. Check

6.

7.
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NINOX IINOCUIAN ANACH'$ENT FOR TETEPHOTOGNAPHY

Chmp ct toching -- - - - - - F - - r - -

- - - - - - - - - -

Cobb rclcor
rockrt.

lllounting plolr.
D.tochsbl.
mctol wqrhcra

3CtCW.

Clomp cltoching '- ' -

nng.

Tripod burh.

Comcro holding
frqmc.

o t t J

For long crpo:urc l imer
thc rr ipod is f i r ted to the
lower end of rhc coble rc-
lcose clomp. To ovoid ierk-
ing, the releqsc should bc
removcd from lhe clomp ond
opcrotcd independently.

Wirh rhc Minox tclcphotogrophy ir porlibl-c with
fhe qid of binoculorc mounlcd in tho ll inox binoculqr
otlochmenl (see pogc 6l).

Onc holf of thc binoculqr icrvc3 or rupplemcntory
lens to lho comero lcnr, whilc thc o?hcr holf ir urcd
lo obrervc lhc scenc, oclr 03 vicwftndcr ond permit;
focusing.

Above lefi: When tohing vcdicol picturcr lhr onr
oculqr of the binoculor which 3ory.t for thc .xpo-
surc ir ploced to thc ride of 

' 
thc hcod. Ob:crvr thr

scene with rhc righr cyc ploccd next lo left osulor,
olternotively wirh rhc lefi eyc to tha right oculor..
Abova right: For horirontol picturer lurn the binocu-
lor through 90", ro lhst rhc cqmerq licr ogoinrl fho
forehcod.
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8.

the eyepiece setting indicated by tho scale at which the image
appears sharp. Then adjust the camera eyepiece by the 

"o.i-sponding amount.
It is the actual adjustment which must be transferred from

the focusing eyepiece to the camera eyepiece, not the setting
itself. For example, for a subject at infrnity the camera eye.
piece should be set to 0, but the focusing eyepiece may be at-3 to suit the user. For a closer distan-ce, th" fo"u.ing eye-
piece setting may then be fI. In that case, the camera eye.
piece must be set to 12; so that both eyepieces have been
turned by *2 divisions.

when 
- 

taking photographs through binoculars the exposure
time has generally to be somewhat longer. In most cases it
has to be doubled: e.g. inrsead oL r/2a0-r""orrd use r/r00 sec-
ond. The actual increase of exposure depends on the light-
transmission of the glasses used and is best determined by
actual tests.

It is most important to hold the binoculars very steadv and,
support them by steadying your elbows aguirrrt a supporr
(table, wall, etc.), or at least to lean agairrJ u tree or wall.
Release by gently pressing the cable r"l"u.".

9.

The binocular attachment
only, without binoculars, and
65 and page 66. It may also
well, and all technical details
photography apply.

may be employed as a tripod head
is then used as described on page
be used as a microscopic clamp as
on using binocular clamp for tele.

6
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